I. Introduction
Linear algebra is an important part of teaching the first-year at scientist universities in most countries. However, difficulties in teaching and learning were found everywhere. Faced with this situation, for more than twenty years of research programs on teaching linear algebra have developed in several places. Thus, today there is a comparison between the linear algebra lessons given to the generation of the eighties and the other of the new reform, starting with the observation of professors from the University Hassan II Ben M 'sik who say that the ropy level of today's students in linear algebra. This comparison will be done on the high school textbooks of the two generations in linear algebra.
II. Problem
University professors in the Faculty of Science Ben M'sik found that the students have difficulties in "Linear Algebra", while this matter was easy for students from years 80s and 90s.
And this is clear by examining the results of the two generations. So the questions arise:
What is the cause of lowering the level of the students? What is this problem? And how can it be remedied?
III. Hypothesis
Maybe the adopted pedagogy by each generation is the cause of this reduction. Maybe the nature of matter in general "mathematical" form a formal system based on axioms is not consistent with the followed pedagogy and especially "the theory of situations."
IV. Theoretical Framework
A-Language A of a sign relating to its language is a set of signs with a semantic, and usually of a syntax More commonly, the language is a means of communication.
Semantic property
Called semantic properties possible transfer to an individual property.
Syntactic property
Called syntactic properties of a sign relating to its possible return to a relationship between signs property.
Formal system
A formal system consists on one hand of conventions that allow you to write formulas (list of characters used and how to arrange them) and on the other hand of transformation rules or rules of inference, which can transform a in another formula.
Formal symbolic system
According GGG 2003 is composed by three characters 1 -includes rules 2 -all its signifiers can be reduced by decomposing a finite lexicon of basic meaning. 3 -The rules should be reduced to simple conditions concatenation of lexical elements, requirements, compliance determines the "well-formed expressions" system
B-Formalism:
According to Klages, formalism is "the thought by pure signs." This definition, in the early twentieth century, anticipates the best illustration of the formal language, computer programming, whose recurring terms, protocols, controls, routines, sequences, do not admit any approximation. Formalism is a formal system consists of a formal language and semantics represented by a computational or deductive system. Formalism aims to represent unambiguously a subject of study in science. Formalisms are very common in mathematics, mathematical logic and theoretical Computer Science,
C-Situation : Definition: the situation (Brousseau)
This situation is all the circumstances in which a person is, and relationships that unite the community. The learning situations are situations that are used to teach -Environment student (implemented and manipulated by the teacher) = tool -Environment whole of the student, the teacher and the educational system
Definition: adidactic situations (Brousseau)
"The teacher refuses to act as owner of the knowledge he wants to be seen. The student knows that the problem has been selected to acquire new knowledge, but he must also know that this knowledge is fully justified by the internal logic of the situation." P. 59
V.
Framework Practice The lesson began with an introduction that presents the objective of the course for which the student will learn. I-affine structure.
. The straight line in the plan:
The lesson began with activities as exercises of the third secondary year.
The first note is the absence of the vector space lesson and also affine in the manuals of the new reform, so we will not have algebraic or axiomatic approach, while these knowledge have the appearance of formalism. We note that the definition of Cartesian is built in the manual of the science common core (1976) and the course is a good example of the formal system, or where we can clearly see that the rules are returning to "well-formed expressions" system Whereas the manual (fi rihab arriyadiyate) (2008) core science and technology does not have the formal aspect allowed to write formulas and other transformation rules or rules of inference, for transforming a formula into another.
So we can conclude that manual science common core (1976) presents the formalism aspect, however, that the manual (fi rihab arriyadiyate) (2008) common science core and technology does not present it.
VI. Conclusion
We find that the absence of the vector space lesson in school textbooks of the new reform, while the lesson was in the program in the years eighty's, is a major factor among others are responsible for lowering level students at the first academic year physics and chemistry in linear algebra, and to overcome this problem we must respect the notion of formalism and formal system in the construction of mathematics lessons in high school.
